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A. Implementation Details
To implement CHORD’s 2D deformation networks, GN,

we follow the approach described in [12, 15], utilizing a
pix2pixHD [14] network design. To implement CHORD’s
3D deformation networks GS, we select a Multi-Layer Per-
ceptrons (MLP) with five fully connected layers and a single
skip connect as the object SDF decoder, which is similar to
the decoders used in DeepSDF [10] and AlignSDF [3]. GS

takes a vector of dimensionality R94 as input. Specifically,
x,x⊖ ∈ R3, FI ∈ R16, FP ∈ R48, FS ∈ R16 after dimen-
sional mapping. FA is a vector obtained from the separately
sampled depth and normal maps of the hand and object, i.e.
(3 + 1)× 2 = 8 dimensions in total.

During inference, we implement a coarse-to-fine recon-
struction strategy to secure precise shape reconstructions.
The process starts by uniformly sampling 323 query points
within a cubic space centered around the object of interest.
Subsequently, the signed distance value is computed using
the GS. For spaces yielding initial negative signed distance
values, additional 643 points are sampled and their corre-
sponding signed distance values are calculated. The final
step involves reconstructing the object surface from those
signed distances via the Marching Cubes algorithm [9].

Quantitative Evaluation. To quantitatively evaluate our
experiments, we first simultaneously train the two preced-
ing tasks (HPE and C-OPE) using the same CNN back-
bone for 100 epochs. Then, we train the CHORD’s first-step
network GN for 100 epochs. We perturb the poses of the
MANO [11] and object from the ground-truth data, and use
these perturbed poses to generate two meshes: one is the
hand mesh obtained by MANO’s skinning function [11],
and the other is the object-prior in the perturbed pose. We
obtain four 2D feature maps via a differentiable renderer,
which serves as the input for GN. We set the weight of the
perceptual VGG loss [6] λVGG to 0.5. Finally, we train the
CHORD’s second-step network, GS, for 100 epochs. During

training, we use the ground-truths with perturbation as in-
puts for GS, while during testing, we gather inputs from the
outputs of the preceding tasks.

We use ResNet34 [5] as the backbone across all exper-
iments. Our codebase is implemented in PyTorch. During
training, we set the batch size to 32, the learning rate to
1× 10−4 and decays to 1× 10−5 after 70 epochs.

In-the-Wild Generalization. In the experiment of in-the-
wild generalization, we train CHORD’s two preceding tasks
(HPE and C-OPE) separately. (1) To perform the hand
pose estimation (HPE), we begin by predicting the hand’s
3D joints using the Integral Pose Network [13]. We then
map these 3D joints to MANO’s rotations and shape pa-
rameters through the Inverse Kinematics Network (IKNet)
[18]. (2) For category-level object-prior pose estimation (C-
OPE), we simultaneously regress the object-prior’s Decou-
pled Rotation axes (introduced in [2]) and center translation
(as in [3]). These two tasks use two non-shared ResNet34
backbones. The datasets used to train the HPE model in-
clude FreiHAND [19], YouTube3D [8], OakInk [16], and
DexYCB [1]. Likewise, we train the C-OPE model using
COMIC dataset (our own), as well as OakInk and DexYCB.

Similarly, when performing the in-the-wild reconstruc-
tion, we utilize the mixture of COMIC, OakInk and
DexYCB dataset to train CHORD’s two steps deformation
networks (GN and GS).

The correspondence between the categories in our
COMIC dataset and the objects in the YCB dataset (used
by DexYCB) is as follows:

B. Experiment Setting Details
B.1. CHORD -vs- AlignSDFC and iHOIC

Comparing our results directly with the original
AlignSDF [3] and iHOI [17] is unfair because they are not
trained in a category-level setting. Therefore, we retrain
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Figure 1: Ablation study on the inputs of FA.

Category YCB Object (used in DexYCB)

Bottle
002 master chef can, 005 tomato soup can,

006 mustard bottle, 007 tuna fish can,
021 bleach cleanser

Box
003 cracker box, 004 sugar box, 008 pudding box,

010 potted meat can , 009 gelatin box,
036 wood block, 061 foam brick

Mug 025 mug

Table 1: Object Category of YCB Objects in DexYCB.

both networks on our COMIC dataset. Additionally, since
our model relies on the object-prior pose, we integrate the
predicted pose RO and tO into AlignSDF and iHOI. Using
RO and tO, we transfer the query point x into the object
prior canonical space, denoted by x⊖ = inv(RO, tO) · x.
We then used x⊖ as input for both AlignSDF and iHOI net-
works:

AlignSDFC :(x,x⊖,FI(x)) 7→ s(x). (1)

iHOIC :(x,x⊖,FI(x),FP(x)) 7→ s(x). (2)

Notably, we only consider the network branch for object
reconstruction.

B.2. Pose Feature of HALO network

In the main paper Sec 4.2-D: experiment settings #2, we
utilized the output of the HALO [7] network as the FP in
the ablation study. Specifically, HALO takes the input of the
position of 21 hand joints and a query point x, and generates
an SDF value ∈ R1 which indicates the directed distance
from x to the hand surface. We experimentally observe that
incorporating the hand SDF as input assists the CHORD in
avoiding surface intersections with the hand while recon-
structing the object mesh. However, the accuracy of object
reconstruction slightly reduces.

B.3. Inputs of the Appearance Feature

In the main paper Sec 4.2-E, we conduct an ablation
study on the normal and depth maps. As shown in Fig. 1, we

use Blender to render ground truth maps for minimizing the
impact of noise. We train our CHORD on both the merged
hand-object feature map (denoted by the green check ✓ in
Table 5 of the main paper) and the separate hand and object
feature maps (denoted by the blue check ✓). The results
indicate a significant improvement in network performance
when using the separate hand and object maps, which help
mitigate the occlusion effect between the hand and object.

C. More Qualitative Evaluation
C.1. CHORD’s Generalization Ability

We explore the generalization ability of CHORD under
three different settings:

(1) Seen Object, Seen Domain, Unseen Camera-views
(SO-SD-UC), where the objects used during testing
exist in the training split from the same dataset (same
domain), but observed from unseen camera viewpoint.
Evaluation on OakInk and DexYCB testing sets are un-
der this setting (Fig. 2).

(2) Seen Object, Unseen Domain, Unseen Camera-
views (SO-UD-UC), where the objects used during
testing exist in the training split of a different dataset
(unseen domain) and are observed by unseen camera
viewpoint. Evaluation on HO3D dataset is under this
setting (Fig. 3).

(3) Unseen Object, Unseen Domain, Unseen Camera-
views (UO-UD-UC), which is also referred to as the
zero-shot by iHOI [17]. Evaluation on ObMan [4] and
the in-the-wild testing set are under this setting (Fig. 4
and Fig. 5).

C.2. Compare with the previous SOTA

In Fig. 6, we qualitatively compare our CHORD with
iHOI [17]. We use the iHOI’s officially released model
and code1. For a fair comparison, we pass the same pre-
dicted hand pose and hand-object mask to the iHOI and our
CHORD model.

C.3. Examples in COMIC dataset.

We show more examples of COMIC in Fig. 7.

1github.com/JudyYe/ihoi
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Figure 2: CHORD’s results on the OakInk and DexYCB datasets under the SO-SD-UC setting. The line marked by a red circle  
indicates the failure cases. CHORD fails on the objects of extreme thin-wall and severe occlusions.
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Figure 3: The CHORD’s results on the HO3D dataset under the SO-UD-UC setting.
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Figure 4: The CHORD’s results on the synthetic dataset, ObMan, under the UO-UD-UC setting.
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Figure 5: More examples of CHORD’s performance on the in-the wild (UO-UD-UC) images. The first rows of bottle and mug
categories show that our method is capable of accurately reconstructing transparent objects.
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Figure 6: Comparison between our CHORD and the previous state-of-the-art, iHOI [17].
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Figure 7: Examples of the six categories in our COMIC dataset.
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